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Unlimited holiday fun for all types of travellers. Whether it’s an 
active holiday with your family or a romantic getaway for two, our 
wide range of caravan models means we have the perfect vehicle for 
every type of holiday. From family-friendly layouts to miraculously 
spacious compact vehicles and exclusive designs, the one thing they 
can all guarantee is the best holiday experience.

WELCOME TO OUR  
CARAVANS

08 AZUR
10 SÜDWIND 60 YEARS
12 SÜDWIND NORTH STAR SELECTION
14 SPORT

16 SPORT E.POWER
18 SPORT&FUN
20 SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION
22 DESEO

Please note that the number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and children. The beds do not have the same 
dimensions. We therefore recommend that you consult your KNAUS dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided in the vehicle 
so that you can decide whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have.

All information partly includes special features, which are available at additional cost.

Explanation of vehicle designations 
As it is equipped with a transverse bed (Q), dinette (D) and  
children’s room (K), the vehicle is called SÜDWIND 500 QDK, for example.

Seating area 
D Dinette 
L L seating area 
S Salon seating group
U U-shaped seating group

Bed
E Single beds 
F French bed
Q Transverse bed

Variants 
K Children’s room
TR Transport



MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/caravan-structure
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OVERVIEW
& HIGHLIGHTS

SAFE  
AL-KO-CHASSIS
Every chassis of our caravans is hot-dip galvanized and 
therefore especially protected against corrosion. Due to semi-
trailing arm axles and oil-pressure shock absorbers, you will 
enjoy a comfortable ride (Dependent on model).

JOCKEY WHEEL  
WITH LOAD INDICATOR
Loading errors can be easily avoided with the new 
jockey wheel that includes a vertical load indicator. 
The current vertical load is displayed directly and you 
can react accordingly (Optional).

HIGH-STRENGTH  
GRP ROOF
For maximum hail protection, we install a 
high-strength GRP roof with a fibreglass 
content that is almost three times greater 
than that of standard GRP (across all series).

DURABLE 
PRO.TEC FRAME
The Pro.Tec frame is a particularly solid 
aluminium profile strip that connects the 
side wall, front wall, rear wall and roof to 
one another. It improves the stability of the 
bodywork and therefore also the longevity 
of the entire vehicle. One particular highlight 
is that the Pro.Tec frame incorporates a 
chamber for the sealant. This means that it 
can no longer bulge out, ensuring a seamless 
appearance (dependent on model).

*As part of our guarantee 
conditions valid upon 
handover of the vehicle, we 
grant a 10-year leak-proof 
guarantee on the body 
manufactured by us in 
addition to the statutory 
warranty for leisure vehicles 
made by KNAUS.

*

Increased driving safety and distinctive KNAUS night-
time signature thanks to the 3D design of the lights, 
dynamic LED indicators and integrated failure sensors 
(dependent on model).

The automotive FoldXpand rear construction with flush-
mounted taillight carrier provides greater interior space 
for the same vehicle length (dependent on model).

STRIKING,  
SHAPELY &  
100 % KNAUS. 
The unique rear and side windows 
perfectly match the unique exterior 
design line.

In the event of theft, the GPS tracker can help you to 
recover your vehicle. Capable of working independently for 
up to 3 months, it leaves nothing to be desired. The tracker 
can also be upgraded with Bluetooth sensors (optional).

PERFECTLY BUILT 
FROM SCRATCH

AKS 
LANE STABILISER
For a safe journey, the series AKS lane stabiliser 
eliminates swerving motions and thereby also the 
dangerous sway of the vehicle (Across all series).

The smart CI control panel with touch screen is the 
easiest way to centrally control all functions of the 
vehicle. It can be controlled intuitively using the screen 
(dependent on model / optional).

tail lights

CATEYE evolution

GPS-Tracker

Velocate

control panel

SMART CI

FoldXpand rear construction

Revolutionary



SELF-SUPPORTING 
FRAME
A true innovation! The self-supporting 
FibreFrame revolutionises the interior 
design and the versatility of our layouts. 
The entire body is supported by plastic 
components that are glued together to 
form a durable FibreFrame, enabling the 
furniture and storage compartments to be 
positioned anywhere. Any slight scratches 
or damage to the surface of the frame 
can also be easily removed (without any 
abrasion of the material). Sunlight causes 
the material to expand, before returning 
to its original shape. 

 Gas-free operation.  
No more lugging gas bottles. 
No more checking fill levels. Our 
E.POWER vehicles are fully electric 
and therefore not only safer, but 
also lighter.

INNOVATION  
AT ALL  
LEVELS

Great ideas are always found 
whenever expertise and passion 
come together. Our aim is to make 
your holiday that little bit more 
special with the help of cutting-edge 
technology and smart innovations. 
With vehicles that are already being 
built today for the freedom you desire 
tomorrow.

ARE YOU AN 
E-CARAVANNER?

Smart energy control  
ensures that the electrical 
appliances are automatically 
controlled, prioritised and switched 
off or on as required and according to 
the available power. Completely intuitive and 
without any in-line fuses! All you have to do is 
set the fuse protection in amperes, which is
specified at the campsite.

MODERN 
INTERIOR DESIGN
Revolutionary technology is the 
basis for a completely new design 
concept. Thanks to FibreFrame 
and ultrasound technology, the 
furniture can be placed in any 
location without requiring any 
screws. The result? Innovative 
layouts, clever solutions and a 
modern, open interior for truly 
unparalleled comfort.

If you can answer “yes” to the 
following questions, then our 
E.POWER technology is a fantastic 
alternative for you. 

  Do you prefer travelling during the summer 
season, from Easter to October?

  Are you looking for simple, intuitive controls? 

  Do you want air conditioning in a caravan?

  Are you definitely not the sort of person to go  
camping in winter?

INNOVATIVE 
DYONIC CHASSIS
Unrivalled dynamics + Innovative bionics 
= Dyonic. The dyonic chassis has been 
developed to create the perfect base for 
our caravans. The result is a chassis that is 
particularly light, durable and tough.

Fully equipped kitchen. Compressor 
refrigerator and induction hob are available 
if you don't want to barbecue outside.

Comfortable climate. An energy- 
efficient air-conditioning unit with heat 

pump technology provides cool or warm air 
at the touch of a button as standard.

Start enjoying your holidays even more quickly in greater 
safety and comfort with our completely gas-free E.POWER 
models. Swap all the unnecessary winter equipment 
included in conventional caravans for more storage space, 
a higher payload, state-of-the-art electrical appliances, 
increased safety and less maintenance!

INNOVATION
& DEVELOPMENT

SELF-SUFFICIENT 
ON THE ROAD WITH  
E.POWER & EINHELL
Enjoy maximum freedom with the optional ONE NIGHT 
STAND system, consisting of the battery docking 
station “Caravan Charger” and high-performance 
exchangeable battery “Power X-Change” from Einhell. 
The 6Ah Power X-Change battery pack with particularly 
efficient Li-Ion cells supplies the electrical appliances 
(12V) independently of the shore power connection.

  2 in 1: The high-performance “Caravan Charger” is 
both a power supply and a battery charger

  Active Battery Management System for maximum 
safety, performance, endurance & long service life *

  1 night self-sufficient: The system runs the light, 
water pump & compressor fridge. **

 *  Please note that the possible usage time of a battery per charging cycle depends on various factors, such as the number and power consumption 
of the operated end users, the age of the battery, etc., and is limited by these. Therefore, a minimum usage time per charging cycle cannot be guaranteed.

** For even more independence & longer service life, you will find suitable options in the current price list and on configurator.knaus.com

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/e-power



460 EU 500 EU 500 FU 540 UE

NEW

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/azur
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Highlights
  4-6 Sleeping places
  4 Layouts
  Self-repairing FibreFrame

AZUR

AZURTAKING COMFORT  
TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
A true dream home. The angled design of the 
furniture inside the AZUR is stunning with a focus on 
creating a cosy atmosphere. It makes an impression 
both inside and out with a unique, dynamic signature 
lighting concept.

500 FU. The LED ambient lighting featuring a dynamic signature lighting 
concept shows the interior in all its glory. 

500 FU. Atmospheric ambient lighting runs around the base of the bed, 
and additional storage space can be found underneath.

500 FU. The generous fully-
extending drawers not only keep 
everything neat and tidy, they 
also make it incredibly easy to 
put items away.

500 FU. Thanks to the washbasin, large 
shelves and wide mirror with atmos-
pheric ambient lighting, the longitudinal 
bathroom in the AZUR boasts a modern 
design and plenty of storage space.

U-shaped seating area

Huge

galley kitchen

Spacious

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

french bed

Comfortable

Additionally included standard equipment: 
(depending on floor plan) 

 KNOTT.ANS - self-adjusting brake
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
 Stand fixation with crank supports
 Drawbar cover
  17" alloy rims - mono-axle, black gloss front-polished  
in exclusive KNAUS design
 Body door: KNAUS PREMIUM
 Multifunctional bag in KNAUS design
 Insect screen door
 KNAUS ServiceBox
 Frame window SEITZ S7P
  Roof hood 40 x 40 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear (bow, rear)
 Side walls in CAMPOVOLO GREY
  Self-supporting Fibre-Frame, roof and floor  
construction with Maxi PS insulation
 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
 Awning light LED
 Third brake light in exclusive KNAUS design
  KNAUS CATEYE evolution – taillight with exclusive night 
signature and dynamic indicator in LED technology
 Kitchen drawers with soft-close function
  Textile room separator with high-quality aluminium 
profile and intuitive magnetic fastening (500 FU)
 Paravent as room divider to the bedroom
 Wall cladding above bed
 EvoPore HRC mattress
  3-burner cooker with electric ignition, cast iron grate 
and glass cover
 Extractor fan
 Bench toilet Thetford
 Smoke detector
 Heating control panel ALDE LCD
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Interior lighting in LED technology
 Intelligent charger with 25 A charging power
 Gooseneck lights
 230 V SCHUKO sockets “UK” version
  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through
 TV holder
 MOT and registration document
 silwyREADY



500 UF 540 UE450 FU 580 QS

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/60years
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Highlights 
  3-6 Sleeping places 
  Bright & modern interior design
  An absolute bestseller for years

SÜDWIND

SÜDWIND 60 YEARSTHE
CARAVAN ICON
The SÜDWIND has been inspiring people for 60 years 
now with ever new equipment features, innovative 
technologies and design highlights. As a real icon and 
extensively equipped 60 YEARS anniversary model, it 
surpasses itself, so to speak.

500 UF. Open lines of sight and luxurious features, like built-in Bluetooth 
speakers and a large choice of layouts: the SÜDWIND 60 YEARS leaves 
nothing to be desired.

540 UE. Especially practical 
thanks to the perfectly integrated 
washbasin with extended shelf 
and bench toilet.

540 UE. Make the bed even bigger 
thanks to the rollaway bed feature.

500 FU. Ambient lighting creates a 
cosy atmosphere. 

500 UF. In the galley kitchen, the 
large refrigerator with double 
hinges is installed in a separate spot 
 adjacent to the kitchenette.

U-shaped seating area

Huge

galley kitchen

Spacious

comfort bath

Well-designed

single beds

Spacious

Additionally included optional equipment: 
(depending on the layout)

 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
 Drawbar cover
  17" alloy rims - mono-axle, black gloss front-polished in 
exclusive KNAUS design
  17" light alloy rims – tandem-axle, black gloss front-
polished in exclusive KNAUS design
 Body door: KNAUS PREMIUM
 Insect screen door
 Side walls in smooth sheet metal
 Side walls in CAMPOVOLO GREY
 Design attachments
 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
 Smoke detector
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Combi external socket (electricity + TV)
 Socket plus Package
 Atmospheric ambient lighting
  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through
 TV holder
 KNAUS Bluetooth sound system
 Special foil graphics “KNAUS 60 YEARS”
  Upholstery selection – Standard upholstery with  
“KNAUS 60 YEARS” embroidery
  COZY HOME Package “60 YEARS” consisting of:  
2 decorative pillows, 2 sleeping pillows, 2 blankets, table 
runner
 Load increase to 1,500 kg (1,500 kg chassis)
 Load increase to 1,700 kg (1,700 kg chassis) (450 FU)
  Load increase to 1,800 kg (1,800 kg chassis)  
(500 UF, 540 UE)
 Load increase to 1,900 kg (2,000 kg chassis) (580 QS)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (rear) (450 FU) 
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (centre) (580 QS)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (bow) (500 UF, 540 UE)
 MOT and registration document
 SilwyREADY



580 UF 590 UE 590 UK

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/north-star-selection
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Highlights
  4-8 Sleeping places
  3 Layouts
  Perfectly insulated for cold days

SÜDWIND  
North Star Selection 

EXPERIENCE 
PURE FREEDOM
The bodywork and equipment of the SÜDWIND  
NORTH STAR SELECTION have been specially 
designed to withstand the northern climate. With its 
wide array of features and five ingenious layouts, you 
won’t be able to wait for your next journey.

590 UK. Of course, you can also get the NORTH STAR SELECTION with 
fixed bunk beds including fall-out protection.

590 UE. The kitchen in the more 
compact floor plans also offers 
you sufficient storage space 
thanks to well thought-out details 
such as the apothecary pull-out.

590 UE. Additional storage space 
for towels and cosmetics thanks to 
extended washbasin.

Dinette

Cozy

galley kitchen

Spacious

integrated bath

Spacious

bunk bed

Family-friendly

SÜDWIND NORTH STAR SELECTION

590 UK. Easy-care, warm and tailored to fit: Here you are guaranteed not 
to get cold feet, no matter how frosty it is outside.

Additionally included standard equipment: 
(depending on floor plan) 

 AL-KO chassis with semi-trailing arm axle
 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
 AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
 Drawbar cover
  17" alloy rims - mono-axle, black gloss front-polished  
in exclusive KNAUS design
 Body door: KNAUS KOMFORT
 Insect screen door
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (bow, rear)
 Side walls in CAMPOVOLO GREY 
 Black apron profile
 Special foil graphics “NORTH STAR SELECTION”
 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
 Awning light LED
 Third brake light
  KNAUS CATEYE evolution – taillight with exclusive night 
signature and dynamic indicator in LED technology
 Ergonomic upholstery for more seating comfort
 Textile room divider
  3-burner cooker incl. electric ignition with glass cover 
and stainless steel sink
 Automatic energy selection for refrigerator (AES)
 Gas oven incl. grill function
 Microwave
 Cassette toilet DOMETIC swivelling
 Smoke detector 
 ALDE hot water underfloor heating
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Atmospheric ambient lighting
 230 V SCHUKO sockets “UK” version
 TV holder
  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through
 MOT and registration document
 silwyREADY



400 LK

580 QS500 EU 500 UF

420 QD

540 UE

450 FU 500 KD

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sport
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SPORTHUGE 
VARIETY
Whether you are a single nature lover, a couple of ex-
plorers or a big family: The SPORT offers a huge variety 
of layouts and a unique price-performance ratio with 
which everyone can fulfil their holiday dreams. Highest 
living comfort & practical details included for sure.

compact kitchen

Space-saving

integrated bath

Spacious

folding bed

Flexible

U-shaped seating area

Huge

Highlights 
  Completely gas-free
   Kitchen includes a compressor refrigerator  
and induction hob

  Flexible energy

SPORT

450 FU. Depending on the layout, the unit just inside the entrance includes 
a large mirror and coat hooks, as well as extra shelves and storage space.

450 FU. With generous storage 
space and fold-out worktop 
extension, cooking is fun here.

500 KD. For layouts with a cross 
bed and cots, the bathroom is very 
spacious and has a separate shower.

400 LK. Bye Dinette. Hello guest! Two extra sleeping places can be 
created here in just a few simple steps.

also as special model E.POWER SELECTION

Additionally included standard equipment: 
(depending on floor plan) 

 AL-KO chassis with semi-trailing arm axle 
 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
 Drawbar cover
 14" tyres
 Alloy rims
 Body door: KNAUS TREND
 Insect screen door
  Windows with double glazing tinted, curtained and 
hinged (with insect screen and blackout)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (bow, centre, rear)
 Side walls in white 
 Awning light LED
 Third brake light in LED
  KNAUS CATEYE evolution – taillight with exclusive night 
signature and dynamic indicator in LED technology
 Textile room divider
 EvoPore HRC mattress
  3-burner cooker with glass cover, stainless steel sink, 
recessed
 Automatic energy selection for refrigerator (AES)
 Microwave (in kitchen block)
 Cassette toilet DOMETIC swivelling
 Smoke detector
  Heating TRUMA VarioHeat (400 LK, 420 QD, 450 FU,  
500 KD, 500 EU, 500 UF)
 Gas heating TRUMA S 5004 (540 UE, 580 QS)
 Air circulation system 12 V
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Fresh water tank 45 ltr., fixed installation
 Interior lighting in LED technology
 230 V SCHUKO sockets “UK” version
 Socket plus Package
 Atmospheric ambient lighting
 TV holder
 Fabric blinds with bags in the bed area
  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through
 MOT and registration document
 silwyREADY



500 UF

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sport-epower-selection
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SPORT E.POWER SELECTIONGAS-FREE  
HOLIDAYS
For newcomers to caravanning and seasoned 
professionals alike, the gas-free E.POWER SELECTION 
layouts are an attractive alternative. In addition to less 
maintenance and increased safety, this special model 
comes with lots of features on top.

500 UF. In the U-shaped seating area you can eat or play comfortably 
with the whole family and thanks to heating and air conditioning the 
temperature is always pleasant.

500 UF. The compact kitchen convinces with ideal space, a large 
refrigerator, an induction cooker and guarantees the best views.

500 UF. Not only beautiful to 
look at, but also plenty of space 
for shampoo, towels & co.

500 UF. The comfortable bed in the 
rear offers a pleasant retreat for 
reading and relaxing.

U-shaped seating area

Huge

transverse bed

Cozy

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

compact kitchen

Space-saving

Highlights 
  Less maintenance
  Increased safety
  Maximum user-friendliness

SPORT

Additionally included optional equipment: 
 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
 Load increase to 1,300 kg (1,300 kg chassis) 
 Load increase to 1,500 kg (1,500 kg chassis) 
 Load increase to 1,600 kg (1,700 kg chassis) 
  17" alloy rims – mono-axle, titanium metallic painted  
in exclusive KNAUS design
 Insect screen door
 Bow storage box
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (rear)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (centre)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (bow)
  Hinged window 52 x 50 cm with insect screen  
and blackout, toilet room
 Side walls in smooth sheet metal - mono-axle
 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH
 Induction double hot plate
 Refrigerator compressor
 Smoke detector
  Heating / air conditioning DOMETIC Freshwell 3000 (OEM)
 Waste water tank 25 ltr., rollable
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Combi external socket (electricity + TV)
 Socket plus Package
 Intelligent electronic control
 Atmospheric ambient lighting
 TV holder
 MOT and registration document
 SilwyREADY
 Special foil graphics “E.POWER SELECTION”
  Upholstery selection - Standard upholstery with 
“E.POWER SELECTION” embroidery
 Wall cladding above bed 
 Wall cladding on side wall above bed
 Rollable slatted frame for single beds



480 QL

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/sportfun
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Highlights
  2-4 Sleeping places
  1 Layout
  Optional motorcycle bracket

SPORT&FUN

ICONIC CARAVAN  
FOR ACTIVE HOLIDAYS
For those who can’t get enough storage space, the 
SPORT&FUN is the first choice. In the huge front 
garage, an enormous amount of luggage can be 
stored clearly arranged. 

480 QL. The unique interior design, yacht-like flooring and all of the handy 
features make the caravan a stylish holiday companion.

480 QL. The gas pressure springs make it super-easy to fold up the 
standard transverse bed and you always have easy access to the bow 
storage space below.

480 QL. The galley kitchen not 
only looks stylish, but also boasts 
an incredible amount of storage 
space. 

480 QL. Space-saving corner wash-
basin, spacious mirrored cabinet, 
rotating toilet: this bathroom is a 
real space-saving miracle.

 L-shaped bench

Comfortable

galley kitchen

Spacious

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

transverse bed

Cozy

SPORT&FUN

Additionally included standard equipment:
 AL-KO chassis with trailing arm axle
 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 Drawbar cover
 AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
 17" alloy rims 
 Roof rail with rear ladder
 Body door: KNAUS STYLE
 Insect screen door
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (bow)
 Side walls in plain sheet, white
 Awning light LED
 Third brake light
 Side stool (use as additional seat and storage space)
 Large storage space underneath the bed
 Lounge sofa, convertible to double bed
  3-burner cooker with glass cover, stainless steel sink, 
recessed
 Automatic energy selection for refrigerator (AES)
 Cassette toilet DOMETIC swivelling
 Shower extension SPORT&FUN
 Gas detector
 Air circulation system 12 V
 Gas heating TRUMA S 3004 with Piezo ignition
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Fresh water tank 45 ltr., fixed installation
  Individually adjustable spots in the seating group  
and bed area
 LED kitchen workplace lighting
  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through
 TV holder
 MOT and registration document
 silwyREADY

Daytime layout Night-time layout Optional motorcycle bracket



480 QL

MORE INFO ONLINE 
knaus.com/sportfun-black-selection
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Highlights
  Up to 4 sleeping places
  Optional motorcycle bracket
  Huge rear door

SPORT&FUN

SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTIONPRACTICAL 
TRENDSETTER
With its stylish design and features at the very 
best price, this miraculously spacious caravan is 
especially popular with fans of active holidays. A true 
caravan legend – and the BLACK SELECTION special 
model is a real collector’s item.

480 QL. Trendy design and 
scratch-resistant HPL surfaces.

480 QL. With a width of 92 cm, the large rear door offers the best 
conditions for convenient loading and unloading.

480 QL. The compact bathroom 
boasts all the mod cons.

galley kitchen

Spacious

compact bathroom

Multi-purpose

L-shaped bench

Comfortable

480 QL. Versatile room layout with a modern colour scheme creates a 
dynamic atmosphere.

Additionally included optional equipment:
 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
 AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
 AL-KO Vario X Chassis
 Support wheel with integrated support load display
  17" alloy rims – mono-axle, titanium metallic painted  
in exclusive KNAUS design
 Drawbar cover, black
 Roof rail with rear ladder, black
 Side walls in plain sheet, white - mono-axle
 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
  Exclusive exterior graphics  
SPORT&FUN “BLACK SELECTION”
  High-quality carbon optics  
SPORT&FUN “BLACK SELECTION”
 Darkened taillights
  Exclusive furniture fittings with CPL decor  
SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION
  Upholstery selection – special upholstery:  
GREY STRIPES “BLACK SELECTION”

 Load increase to 1,500 kg (1,500 kg chassis)
 Insect screen door
 Storage hatch 100 x 120 cm, bow left
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen  
and blackout (bow)
  Cassette combination roller blind for window  
in washroom
 TRUMA MonoControl CS (incl. gas filter)
 Smoke detector
 Waste water tank 25 ltr., rollable
 “bluuwater” water filter system
 Combi external socket (electricity + TV)
 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen
 Rear awning light LED
 MOT and registration document
 SilwyREADY

Daytime layout Night-time layout Optional motorcycle bracket



400 TR

MORE INFO ONLINE 
knaus.com/deseo
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Highlights
  2-4 sleeping places
  1 Layout
   Perfect balance between usable space and living space

DESEO

VERSATILE SPACE &  
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
With the DESEO you can switch flexibly from 
transport to living in no time at all. The unique design 
enables particularly variable use of space so that even 
two motorcycles can be transported comfortably. 

400 TR. here are lots of little 
helpers in the kitchen such as the 
innovative Orga-Box. 

400 TR. If you choose the optional Transport Plus-Package, you will 
receive a ramp, two sturdy motorcycle brackets and 10 lashing eyes.

400 TR. When the lifting bed is not 
needed during the day, it can be 
easily raised.

kitchen

Compact

lifting bed

Optional

sofa bed

Folding

400 TR. Spacious wardrobe. Lots of room for storing several weeks’ 
worth of clothing. 

DESEO

Additionally included standard equipment:
 AL-KO Euro chassis, hot-dip galvanised
 Tandem-axle with trailing arm
 Drawbar cover
 Load increase to 1,800 kg (2,000 kg chassis)
 Load increase to 1,900 kg (2,000 kg chassis) 
 Load increase to 2,000 kg (2,000 kg chassis) 
  17" light alloy rims - tandem-axle, black gloss front-
polished in exclusive KNAUS design
 Body door: KNAUS STYLE PLUS
 Step in the rear, manual
 KNAUS ServiceBox
  Roof hood 40 x 40 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear (centre)
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and 
blackout, clear with lighting (rear)
 Hinged window (rear)
 Roof hood 28 x 28 cm with insect screen, (toilet room)
  Self-supporting Fibre-Frame, roof and floor 
construction with Maxi PS insulation
 Additional safety light: third brake light
 Awning light LED
 EvoPore HRC mattress, fixed beds only
 Lifting bed, dimensions 200 x 140 cm
 2-burner cooker with glass cover, stainless steel sink
 Automatic energy selection for refrigerator (AES)
 Practical Orga-Box for storing kitchen utensils
 Bench toilet Thetford
  Shower extension comfort washroom, consisting of:  
Extendable shower head, holder for shower head and 
shower curtain incl. air ring
 Smoke detector
 230 V SCHUKO sockets “UK” version
  Ambient Package with ambient lighting and aluminium 
blinds on living room windows

Daytime layout Night-time layout Optional motorcycle bracket



Discover many more caravans, motorhomes and  
camper vans in our current catalogues. 

All vehicles online
knaus.com

Errors and misprints are reserved. The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond 
to the knowledge at the time of printing (09/2022). We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and 
prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as 
they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion 
of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet 
metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some illustrations show equipment features which are not included in the 
serial equipment and/or which can be ordered at extra cost (optional extras), and in some cases also equipment features of prototypes/studies/
country variants which do not correspond to the serial status and which cannot be ordered as optional extras. Minor colour deviations between 
the illustrations in the brochure and the actual vehicle cannot be completely excluded due to printing processes. Therefore, before purchasing 
a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice on the current status of the series from an authorised KNAUS dealer. The decoration shown in the 
catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note the comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, payload options 
and tolerances. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert AG.

Knaus Tabbert AG . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany
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